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About This Game

"Treasure of blizzard" is a fantasy themed eroge visual novel inspiring with beautiful arts and interesting game characters. The
fate of the protagonist completely depends on your choice. Probably your character may meet his partner in life; however he

may also meet the end of his life. You’re the ones to choose.

 Game features:

 Based on the original story in a Fantasy World

 Two girls to start a relationship (and one neko character)

 10 alternate endings

 24 CG (contain ecchi ero art) + 9 new H CG(16+)

 Estimated Gameplay Length: 4-10 hours

 Available for Windows, Mac, and Linux

 High replay value
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 - Activate 'Demon Vision' from the settings to see through their clothes!

The young officer is transferred to the capital where he is supposed to be under 24/7 control of the Emperor’s people as a sign
of loyalty towards his mutinous father. It’s ironic that the young officer is convoyed by his Childhood friend, Lin. Now she’s

serving as one of the Emperor’s guardian and each mission will be valuable for her career. However first, these two have to get
over the Mountain Pass and here is a rumor stating the mystical things happen in that place.

 Characters :

•Lin
She is a childhood friend of the protagonist who is convoying him to the capital city. She is afraid of ghosts. She loves money

very much. Her family is one of the main authorities of the Empire. Her mother is originally from the Western realms. Lin
inherited her color of the hair because of her mother’s origins. And Lin was bullied because of that color. She joined the

guardians after Kang had joined the border troops.

•Mei
She is a tavern-lady who runs a guesthouse in the wilderness of the mountains. Kang sees a blue flower on her head and nobody
else sees that flower. Sometimes, when she gets angry her eyes began shining. She loves gamble-games, and, most of all, she is

mad about the game that was explained to her by some guest who was passing by that place.

•Shan
She is the leader of the werewolves and she is a cold white she-wolf. There are rumors about her people that spread among the

humans. Most of the rumor is filled with fear but nobody knows anything for sure.

•Kang
His mother passed away when he was quite little. So he has vague memories about her. Kang used to play with Lin during the

days of their childhood. When he was saved from the witch by a swordsman, Kang decided to be a warrior. However Kang was
escorted to the capital because the Emperor was in rage so that the ruler could threaten to Kang’s father.

He loves drinking. He often crosses the line drinking really too much.
There is a pendant on his neck that was presented by his mother.

- Activate 'Demon Vision' from the settings to see through their clothes! In the new update, we've added ecchi elements. 16+
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The only thing i dislike is the awful combat system. It would have been so much better with the original fighting fantasy dice
system.. Silly game. I didnt get the money to work in the game to get the different chairs but maybe I didnt play far enough yet.
Here is about 15 min gameplay if you wanna see the game https:\/\/youtu.be\/_EfJcr6rQNw. Really well done soundtrack, fits
characters perfectly. Title track " Lost Romance" a standout. Fun, short game that offers a lot of value for its low price. Local
coop and full controller support make it a great game to explore with friends.. "hi there, would you like to sign my petition?"

10\/10
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This Game is Crap. Really, really nice. Surprisingly difficult levels as it progresses, interesting story and a good amount of both
game hours and replayability (there are puzzles with really difficult 3-star goals).. This game is amazing, all classes feel nice,
But mage feels a little weak. even tho it is a casual game, I feel like it could have a competitive side, maybe ranked or somthing
etc.... It just doesn't feel rewarding to play as you get nothing for playing games. other then that, great game!. Why are socks
illegal now. Personally, this one is the best painkiller I've played. I really enjoyed the new, bigger maps with lots of enemies to
defeat, and with a huge variety of ways you can use to engage the enemy. Storyline is also good and well defined, with cool
comic-like cutscenes that pretty much explain everything you're doing.

On the other hand, enemy AI isn't great, and they always try to mass attack you and eventually they always gets stupidly stuck
somewhere before reaching you. Also there are some medium bugs that can prevent you from going foward on the map, but you
can get over them if frustration doesn't beat you first.

Anyway if the part you enjoy the most about FPS games is the amount of enemies to kill and you like them with a little taste of
horror, this one won't disapoint you for sure. It's a 6/10 for me.
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